
 

                                                              

Shanghai's daily COVID-19 infection numbers have been declining amid the ongoing 
campaign to achieve zero community transmission across the city. The total newly 

added infections in Shanghai today numbered 9,770, about 8% drop compared to the 
numbers reported on April 28th.  

Districts which achieved zero community transmission at first will allow their residents 
to move around in limited areas. A limited number of residents will be allowed to 

conduct minimal activities in restricted areas in those districts. 

In the Chinese capital Beijing, outbreaks had been discovered in local schools earlier 
this week, mass testing has been launched. 47 new locally transmitted symptomatic 

cases and 2 asymptomatic infections cases were found in the first round of mass testing 
involving nearly 20 millions citizens. Beijing continue to stick to the "Dynamic-Zero" 

policy which mean stringent restrictions will still be in place.  

Guangzhou airport cancelled more than 90% of domestic flights for two days after 
COVID-19 cases found among airport staff on April 27th. In the hope that prompt 
action would avoid the need for a Shanghai-style lockdown, Guangzhou swiftly reacted 

by ordering city-wide mass testing. Though no formal nanoelement on international 
cargo flight cancellation, some airline agencies stop accepting cargo gate-in as they 

may expect the restrictions could also soon have impact on cargo flight operation.  

China's passengers traffic is expected to drop by more than 60% in the coming Labour 
Day Holiday as lockdowns and other restrictions are in place in some of the biggest 

cities.  

There is voice to urge to avoid excessive pandemic controls and provide a clear exit 
strategy from it's hardline Dynamic-Zero policy to mitigate damage to the economy.  

Below is a summary of the most updated situation of AEL-Berkman offices and China 
main port operations  

http://ilul.me/?http://www.aelbkm.com/&c=ALZABHPRD&x=375e224d6f174fde88463de576b8bee5&u=9ab9cd7bcf3442acb594823b5be4b360


1. Shanghai --- Classified into Locked-down areas, Controlled areas & 
Precautionary areas, movements are limited  

AEL-Berkman Shanghai office: Work From Home from March 28th until further 

notice  

Ports in Shanghai: Terminal are required to maintain normal operations, laden 
containers are allowed to gate in  

Trucking in Shanghai: All truckers are requested to provide PCR test negative 

certificate before entering into the city, Shanghai truckers basically couldn't 
travel to other cities 

FCL container trucking can still operate as normal but quarantine regulations 

limited the mobility of the truck drivers to a great extent  

LCL trucking is greatly affected as warehouse do not accept cargo gate in most of 
the districts 

Customs in Shanghai: Normal Operations  

Warehouse in Shanghai: Do not accept cargo gate in during the lockdown period 

in most of the districts  

2. Ningbo  

AEL-Berkman Ningbo office: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Ningbo: Normal Operations  

3. Shenzhen  

AEL-Berkman Shenzhen office: Working as normal in office  

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Shenzhen: Normal Operations  

4. Xiamen  

AEL-Berkman Xiamen Offices: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Xiamen: Normal Operations  

5. Qingdao  

AEL-Berkman Qingdao Office: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Qingdao: Normal Operations  



6. Hongkong - The Government decided to ease social-distancing curbs 
from April 21st 

         AEL-Berkman Hongkong office: Half of team members Work From Home until end 

of April, then resume normal office working arrangement from May  

         Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Hongkong: Normal Operations  

As the situation is changing very fast, above will be adjusted any time according to the 
epidemic situation.  

AEL-Berkman management team is closely monitoring the situation as part of our 
commitment to ensure the safety of our staff while working towards mitigating any 
possible impact to our agent partners and customers' operations.  

Thank you very much for your continued support and appreciate your patience during 

this time. 

 


